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dministrative records are of considerable use in come to be We will then focus on the different

the operation of surveys due to the presence of types of tax records and the multiple layers of regula

ancillary information that permits the develop- tory instructions that impact the utility of these files from

ment of more efficient sample designs Yet the litera- the statisticians point of view

ture on their use often contains warnings Almost 20

years ago for example the Federal Committee on Sta- Background
tistical Methodology FCSM published Statistical

Policy Working Paper Report on Statistical Uses of Although administrative records come in many
Administrative Records In this reports Findings and guises we must recognize that they are byproducts of

Recommendations the committee warned From sta- some process they are essentially audit trails When

tistical point of view the standards of quality and con- we make purchase at grocery store for example

sistency in administrative data collection and process-
transaction is recorded these days with all sorts of an

ing programs are frequently inadequate 1980 cillary data on exactly what was bought These records

page These sentiments are echoed in the recommen- are combined in various ways to facilitate inventory

dations quoted below control or measure the level of business activity from

one day to the next The records are combined over

Recommendation 2.The quality of administra- time to create monthly reports then annual summaries

tive records to be used for statistical purposes should in ways that preserve some characteristics but drop oth

be evaluated systematically to determine the appropri- ers

ateness of the records for the proposed use
Similar records and processes are used to order or

Recommendation 3.Consistent procedures pay for supplies and labor or in the payment of taxes

should be used in administrative and statistical data col- as well as in the acquisition or sale of assets This re

lection efforts for defining reporting units identfying cording of business activity might be used in tracking

and coding reporting unit characteristics and develop- products of wildly different natures like computers fi

ing standards for data tabulation 1980 page nancial instruments or service transportation health

or repairs They are also used to process business claims

insurance of various kinds credit accounts or

The term administrative data is often used to dis- warrantees The records are accumulated for the

guise the fact that we are in fact frequently talking about businesss internal use but as we noted they are sub-

tax records Over the past couple of decades there has ject to editing as well as combining The rules that gov
been an increasing interest at the Internal Revenue Ser- em this reduction of the data arise out of the businesss

vice to improve the quality of these records from law own needs out of contractual requirements and from

enforcement point of view Yet the Federal Committees various governmental rules

concerns are as relevant today as when written This is

due in no small part to the laws and regulations and
pro-

One of the most prominent of these sets of rules is

cessing rules that give rise to tax records in the first in- the tax code But that body of law does not operate in

stance vacuum for other governmental bodies have their ef

fect on what tax records actually show

Before launching into the details of some of the pro

cess that yields these somewhat maligned records brief There are five sources that affect tax records Fed

review of their characteristics is in order How do these eral tax laws are one obvious source but there are also
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treaties with foreign governments and laws that focus are hardly fun reading They also serve as the starting

mainly on non-treasury agencies that occasionally im- point for the creation of those questionnaires we also

pact the reported information Examples of this would know as Tax Forms

be transportation bill that might include new tax on

aircraft or airline tickets or clean air bill that is funded The other regulations are internal affecting the ways

through an excise tax on chemicals or when such tax in which the Service interacts with the public for cx-

expires These non-tax laws directly levy taxes and have ample More importantly for our purposes though these

serious effect on Form 720 Excise Tax Return rules describe what elements from the tax form ques

tionnaires are included on the computer files This var-

Then there are the laws of the various States It is ies depending on the type of record we are interested in

not often understood that the rules of one State can af- for particular study

fect national records system but the very existence of

corporations lies within the purview of the States not Uses in Surveys

the Federal Government Another example is the Pub

licly Traded Partnerships which have interests sold in Some people hearing that tax records are provided

the financial markets and have the limited liability of to other agencies conclude that the reverse is also true

common stock but still retain the classification of an It is not but non-tax agencies are wise to avoid stating

unincorporated business States can and do require
their use of tax records bluntly even when those records

certain businesses to have particular fiscal periods are in the public domain as in the case of Tax-Exempt

Moreover they can force companies to close their doors Organizations But what do they use these records for

until some specific conditions are met as in the case of

the Rhode Island Savings and Loan crisis of few years
Because the data are reasonably well-defined re

ago sponse rates are high it is voluntary system after all

and the data are subject to verification we assume these

The common law is also source like the reason- to be factual reports There are four main uses verifi

able man rule Here any requirement for reporting
cation of survey responses benchmarking as the source

might be said to have been fulfilled even though the of sampling frame and as the survey instrument

exact definitions on the administrative form were not

directly met Verification studies rely on comparisons between

respondent data and those from the administrative record

Then there is the matter of the courts which might on an item-by-item basis In this we also include the

uphold the common law interpretation as well as view replacement of missing respondent data with adminis

legislation in an unexpected context judge might trative proxies The Internal Revenue Services Statis

for example rule that since some point of law is sub tics of Income SOT Division however does not con

jure tax forms due the iRS must await that courts de- duct verification studies as rule Since others have

cision Sometimes this causes records to be filed years
covered this topic in considerable detail and we have

later than they would ordinarily have been expected little experience in this matter we will not comment fur-

Often you hear these called delinquent filers but ther on this use

since they are adhering to the laws this is not accurate

Benchmarking has two roads direct tabulations

And lastly there are the regulations themselves from the Master File Systems and estimates from ad-

There are two levels of tax agency regulations that af- ministrative record samples In the first case survey

fect surveys The first is that set of rules describing results are compared to information from what is quite

what respondents must do These define terms set close to full population tally This comparison is con

deadlines impose penalties and otherwise set forth what strained by the types of data included on the files which

is needed for compliance with the laws This is what also happen to serve as sampling frame In the second

makes the records valuable but the massive volumes case using administrative records samples the limita
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tions are the same as those for SOT Studies our comments to these areas We first address the Indi

vidual Income Tax Returns and the Individual Master

The Internal Revenue Services Master File Systems File although this system is not one we are intimately

are actually accounting operations that are collections familiar with However this set of records is one that

of file structures not simply the Master Files and the most people are aware of and have experienced Later

most interesting from our viewpoint are the Transaction we will focus on Corporations and Partnerships which

Files Why Because the better sampling frames are are processed through the Business Master File System
those with many ancillary variables The Master Files

themselves lack that important extra information Those Individual Tax Returns

transaction files offer means of locating subpopula

tions that are otherwise difficult to identifSi If one seeks The Individual Master File very nearly covers the

information on the upper reaches of the income ladder entire population In fact there is some over-coverage

then access to these files is critical Another example is in part because tax liability and the possibility of

in locating ad hoc operations of short duration like stock amended filings do not end with death As sampling

floatation companies frame or source of population data though this particu

lar file is not very useful from the statisticians view-

The value that the tax forms have for surveys also point The Statistics of Income Studies as result use

lies in the fact that they can be viewed as survey in- transaction files due to the richness of the data there

strument for measuring economic conditions Surveys This comes at price however as those on welfare

must often rely on the recollection of the respondent dependents or in many cases the retired for example
about past events but the recollection period is quite simply need not file Still this should not be problem

limited Some varieties of tax records though have an in seeking information on earnings and the effects of

indefinite retention period Property tax records from tax policies on society

the Revolutionary War period still exist in some town

halls in New England for example although access to There are exceptions though Certain individuals

these fragile documents is of course usually restricted have their records handled with some discretion and

for preservation reasons More to the point until very others who report tad too much on certain lines of the

recently the Internal Revenue Service retained the ongi- forms have simple notation in their computer records

nal Corporation Tax Returns fromearly in the twentieth indicating that they had complied with the law The

century The raw data on those tax records were sparse actual transactions in these cases are essentially no more

indeed compared to more modern versions but as you informative than the Master File records We cannot

can see this retention renders retrospective studies im- elaborate on exactly which fields they are or who might

possible for interview-based surveys be affected though the number is small for these are

confidential matters External users who are permitted

Some of these questionnaires are fairly simple and access to the transaction files may have problems with

direct but many of the forms contain huge amounts of this policy

detailed financial information And especially tax in

formation Since the impact of tax policies is large The timing issue is the real problem typically

issue in economic debates such data are critical So survey can only wait so long for the transaction file to

how do the regulatory constraints figure in be complete If everyone filed by the April 15 deadline

then that population would likely be complete in mid-

We will comment on few of the tax forms and the
year But six-month extension to the filing deadline is

associated processing systems with regard to these sta- easy to obtain Further extensions are granted though

tistical uses We will not address excise taxes nor pro- less routinely and the courts can also step in More
cessing systems for internal operations nor those about over since the penalty for failure to file is function of

which the author has scant knowledge Since interest is how much you owe if you do not file and are owed

greatest on individuals and businesses we will restrict refund the regulations do not assess penalty in effect
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granting unlimited delay In 1997 an estimated 2.2 per- ferent forms for reporting activities Unlike survey

cent of all returns filed were from previous year and form though not all of the design is in the hands of an

0.7 percent were more than years past due analyst Five of the corporation tax forms are of little

interest for our studies as they affect operations such as

Now the electronic record that does get created has trust funds for decommissioning nuclear plants Form
just about everything reported on the paper forms for 1120-ND or political committees Form 120-POL

large proportion of the population Indeed the basic but others are key in estimating economic indices such

record allows for over thousand fields This allows as the Gross Domestic Product The types of forms in

significant analysis of these records to the extent that cluded in the Internal Revenue Services Statistics of

for many purposes sample can be considered as hay- Income Corporation studies are shown in the table be
ing no nonrespondents But details are missing for low along with their Tax Year 1996 estimated popula

large number of attachments tions

For example there is no limit on the number of busi
Table Tax Year 1996 Corporationsnesses that might be reported but the transaction record

has details on only the largest two with all others corn- Form Volume Description
bined onto third the SOT Studies capture the first five

and create summary total schedule For farms the 1120-S 2420000 Subchapter businesses

transaction covers only the first SOl does two and so 1120 2230000 The basic Corporation form

on In some cases nearly all of the data are available 1120-A 289000 The basic form simplified

but usually the interesting details are not on the trans-
1120-F 12000 Foreign businesses

action record hence the reason for the extended SOl
120-RIC 8700 Regulated Investment Companies

studies editing procedures 1120-PC 3100 Property Casualty Insurance

l120-L 1600 Life Insurance Companies
The individual tax form has many variants ranging 120-REIT 500 Real Estate Investment Trusts

from simple telephone entry type through complicated

packages of attached schedules For the mostpart how

ever these are similar in practice to survey question-
The Subchapter Corporations are businesses that

naires that use screening options for various portions of are restricted to having limited number of sharehold

the interview If some threshold is not met such as hay- ers all must be natural persons meaning no corpora

ing total deductions greater than the standard deduction
tion or partnership as an owner where each is taxed

then no responses are required for particular subset of directly on his or her share of the businesss income In

questions However unlike the survey instrument the
recent years the population of the Subchapter Corpo

respondents in our case may decide to provide their own rations has been outgrowing the rest of this area The

versions of the form which complicates the data ab- expansion of this segment of the corporation universe is

straction due to regulatory changes out of both Congress and the

Service In 1996 Congress raised the limit on the num

Corporation Tax Returns ber of owners that an Corporation could have up to

75 from 35 The change did not immediately boost the

corporation is creature of State not the Fed- number of firms electing this status An increase in the

eral Government This means that the conditions for its individual income tax rates though may have affected

operation can be regulated by the State including de- the growth of this type of firm

fining the fiscal reporting cycle and various accounting

practices Along with the Partnerships these Subchapter

businesses were used as vehicle for sheltering income

The different accounting rules covering the various from taxes though the limit on the number of owners

types of corporations have led to the creation of 16 dif- made them less popular As result they are also re
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quired to report active business incomes from activities Table Examination Coverage Fiscal Year 1997

such as sales separately from passive or portfolio

income Since the data for these different items are on Returns Percent

the paper forms filed with the Service creation of corn-
Size of Assets Filed Examined Covered

plete income is possible No Balance Sheet 304700 3552 1.2

Under $250000 1587000 18846 1.2

Unfortunately the Corporation data on all of the $250000 $1 Mi 431500 15202 3.5

passive income items are not included on the transac- $1 Mu $5 Mi 183900 14302 .7.8

tion records This means that the sampling frame is
$5 Mi $10 Mi 27600 4421 16.0

without either complete receipts or net income van-
$10 Mi $50 Mu 30500 6129 20.1

$50 Mi $100 Mil 7900 1548 19.6
able from an economic perspective On the other hand

$100 Mu $250 Mi 7200 1647 22.9
since the Statistics of Income Corporation study design

$250 Mu or More 7800 3648 46.8

places far more weight on the stratification by asset size

the effect on this study is minimal
This table derived from IRSs 1997 Data Book IRS

We noted that individua tax records had over thou- 1998 does not include forms from foreign and Cor

sand fields Yet we just cited the lack of key data porations Yet it is clear that adding more data would

amounts for the corporations The table below shows not affect the decision on which large businesses are

just how restricted the items are for stratification reviewed Indeed one might conclude that some firms

are under effectively constant review due to their ex

__________________________________________________
pansiveness

Table Monetary Fields on the CorporationTrans- Then there is the sheer size of some of the records

action Records
themselves The Wall Street Journal reported on July

Record All amount Nontax 21 1999 that Citicorp was planning to file its return for

type fields amounts last year in the next few months and that it would have

more than 30000 pages And this is not the largest ad
Corporations 46 24

mmistrative record
Basic Corporation Record 111 51

Real Estate Investment and On the other hand because these operations are so

Regular Investment
important to the economy as whole and to our spon

Corporations 93
sors the Statistics of Income Corporation Study includes

All Other Corporation Types 47 17
all these businesses if their total assets exceed

$10000000

The category All Other includes foreign and in

surance companies and more significantly consolidated Partnership Returns

corporations and those with over $10000000 in Total

Assets Though these last are among the largest busi- partnership is group of entities people and/or

nesses in America yet only handful of fields are ab- firms and/or other organizations that are in some sort

stracted Why of operations together Yet some joint operating agree

ments that an ordinary person would consider partner-

major use of the IRSs records systems is to de- ships are not under the laws of the various States in

termine which records will be the subject of an audit volved or the Federal Government There are also firms

review In the case of these large businesses though organized as Publicly Traded Partnerships which have

such review is far more frequent than with smaller cor- interests bought and sold on the open market just like

porations as Table shows corporations Conceptually then there might be small
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gap in the frame However since there is no consoli- ing to tolerate significant amount of noise as long as

dated filing required you do tend to get the full legal the return was placed within the likely asset category

partnership population

This approach worked well enough for 1989 and

We will not go into the Active and Passive Income 1990 even though the rule had been simplified But the

definitions except to note that for most of these busi- population claiming the exemption doubled and the re

nesses the economic receipts and net income can be gression coefficients were not stable enough to main-

recreated from the data on the transaction record The tam this design So with percent of the population no

problem area with the capturing of income information longer having to report asset information we were

lies in the Investment Clubs where some important fields forced yet again to redesign the strata McMahon
are not present 1993

Instead let us focus on an area that affected both In this case for the Tax Year 1991 study we tried

Statistics of Income estimates and the sample design to incorporate the exemption boundaries as strata lim

its We are currently re-evaluating this design since the

This is about the exemption from an assets report- restrictions on this exemption were once again raised

ing requirement At first it affected only an insignifi- Starting in Tax Year 1993 the requirements are that the

cant portion of the population and it was highly con- firms business receipts be less than $250000 and total

strained Not only did the Receipts and Assets have to assets below $600000 with the other assorted condi

be under $100000 but there were conditions about who tions dropped This is the definition still in place to-

the partners were and the nature of certain kinds of fi- day Now the non-reporting segmentjumped to 42 per

nancing In any case it presented minor sample de- cent though with the growth in the number of large

sign problem and introduced only very small bias firms it has declined to 32 percent more recently We
are currently looking into the bias issues here and no

Our initial attempt to deal with this exemption in we have not imputed values for these records But as

the design was to set aside series of sampling classes
you see stratification on the size of Total Assets is clearly

for records with no assets reported Since there was no compromised

way to tell whether the company was eligible for the

exemption on the frame or on the paper record either

that first year those records were mixed with others of Partnership Balance Sheet Exenptions

very different character such as nascent or inactive

firms The resultant heterogeneity was evident in the
soi 750

increased variance for those classes which in turn forced

the sample sizes in those strata beyond our expectations

and budget
30Io

So we did what any good statistical operation would
20

in the place of missing data we turned to imputation 250 jE
The models we used were based on regressions through ioi
the origin but were restricted of course to information

likely to be present on the Business Master File records O%
McMahon et al 1990 We decided against the inter- 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

cept regression model because after all it only made Tax Year

sense that firms without earnings would have few as

sets but there was also strong tendency for the inter

cept models to start well above the regulatory exemp- Clearly these reporting exemptions have an impact

tion ceiling then $250000 Moreover we were will- beyond that of the sample strata and the SO tabulations
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Any attempt to validate survey results against adminis- and Federal law and still more from internal processing

trative records with these constraints will provide only rules At each stage there are exemptions and excep

partial verification For studies that rely on these data tions made either to assure some measure of fairness

however we have an implicit bias for estimates of the relieve burden or streamline the flow of information In

balance sheet items and their covariates The question no small part it is this factor that causes the datasets to

is still unresolved as to whether the relative biases for be less useful and complete

these variables are constant

We do not expect any change in this situation

There is one additional issue that must be addressed Rather in many cases we can expect the intensification

here although it covers all sorts of forms and that has of this exemption process particularly among low-in

to do with rule of common law dealing with what come individuals or favored types of organizations

reasonable person would perceive as being compliant

It seems that the government can only be so insistent on References
the form used for filing tax returns unlike the sponsor
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